
A Summer Day

a.  A summer day

b.  Playing rough

c.  Fainting (instrumental)

d.  Fever dreams

e.  Walking in the Light

f.  Waking

g.  A summer day (reprise)

h.  Evening dew (instrumental)

a.  A summer day

A summer day so far away

I wish I could hide and stay

The sky is blue and so are you

I wish I could run away

It's a mean summer day

it's rough and beautiful

The narrow path, 

the looking glass

I wish I could 

pass the test

How can we play, 

I got astray

I wish I knew 

all the rules

It's a mean summer day

it's rough and beautiful

It's a mean summer day

got to be so dutiful

b.  Playing rough

We're running up that hill

we're running down again

it goes so fast

how can we last

I follow after you

you seem to know what to do

I stumble and fall

brought to a halt

Playing rough

playing tough

I wanna stop

I had enough

Playing rough

playing tough

I wanna stop

I had enough

c.  Fainting (instrumental)
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d.  Fever dreams

Looking through the hazy air

how I hope to see you there

you cannot believe I'm fine

lying in the bright sunshine

Feeling dizzy in my head

lying straight out on a bed

reaching out for nurse and worse

this is just my universe

Fever dreams I got no clue

fever dreams surround me now

fever dreams I look at you

fever dreams just like a cow

Hoped it'd be a wonderland

hoped that I could understand

wanted to go back and see

if there's something I should

know

Now it's fading in my mind

gonna leave it all behind

didn't want to let it slip

I will have to get a grip

Fever dreams I got no clue

fever dreams surround me now

fever dreams I look at you

fever dreams just like a cow

Fever dreams I got no clue

fever dreams surround me now

fever dreams I look at you

fever dreams just like a cow

e.  Walking in the Light

Walking in the light

there's no one here in sight

Walking in the light

there's no one here in sight

Walking in the light

there's no one here in sight

Walking in the light

there's no one here in sight

f.  Waking

Waking, I must be waking

I must be waking up again

watching, I must be watching

I must be watching you again

Listening, I must be listening

I must be listening to the sound

Feeling, I must be feeling

I must be feeling much alive
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Waking, I must be waking

I must be waking up again

watching, I must be watching

I must be watching you again

Listening, I must be listening

I must be listening to the sound

Feeling, I must be feeling

I must be feeling much alive

g.  A summer day (reprise)

The way back home, 

a dread to walk

I wish I knew 

how to fly

The day is gone 

like every one

I wish I could 

start again

It's a mean summer day

it's rough and beautiful

It's a mean summer day

got to be so dutiful

h.  Evening dew (instrumental)
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